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This course is in conjunction with the Audencia Exchange Program.  The final grade will incorporate the 
course grade from Audencia. 
 
Grade Breakdown: 
Audencia Coursework  50% 
Research Paper  50% 

   100% 
   
Grading Scale: 
A 93-100  B- 80-82  D 63-66 
A- 90-92  C+ 77-79  D- 60-62 
B+ 87-89  C 70-76  F 0-59 
B 83-86  D+ 67-69 
 
AUDENCIA COURSEWORK 
This portion of your final grade is grade you will receive for the Audencia course ‘European Business 
Environment”. 
 
RESEARCH PAPER 
The research paper will examine some aspect of the European business environment.  Potential topics 
for your paper include (but are not limited to): the European Union; economic and monetary unions in 
general; European monetary and/or fiscal policy; the European business and cultural environment; 
examination of the business environment/policies of specific European countries or groups of countries; 
international business; international relations and institutions; and economic growth and development in 
Europe.   
 
The paper must be 20 pages (+/- 3 pages) in length (excluding references and any tables and/or graphs).   
 
Specifications:  Typed, double spaced, 12 point font, 1-inch margins, APA style format. 
 
In addition to content, I will also evaluate your ability to construct a well-written paper.  This means 
grammar and spelling are important.  Address each of the following items in your paper: 
 
• Introduction and Conclusion:  Does the introduction clearly state what the paper is about and include 

a thesis statement?  Does the conclusion tie the paper together and summarize your main points? 
• Organization:  I am looking for a clear progression of thought.  Please review your paper to ensure 

your ideas flow in a logical manner.  Do individual paragraphs transition well from one thought to 
another?  Are transitions smooth? 



• Spelling and Grammar:  Avoid poor grammar and incorrect spelling.   
• Data:  Feel free to use tables and graphs if applicable to your topic.  Cite your sources.   
• Sources and Citations:  NO PLAGIARISM!!  Follow APA style for Works Cited.   

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/1/ 
 
The research paper is due Friday, January 17, 2014. 
 
The grading rubric for the research paper is attached to this syllabus. 
 
 
  

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/1/


Research Paper Grading Rubric 
 
This rubric will be used in providing feedback and grading your research paper.  All categories of evaluation listed below are 
rated on a scale of 1 to 5:  5 is excellent, 4 is good, 3 is fair, 2 is poor, and 1 means the paper needs significant work. 
 
Your paper will be grading on the following criteria: 
 
_____  1. Voice/Audience/Style 

o Is your idea/topic original and pertinent? 
o Do you make a marginal contribution over course lectures and class discussions? 
o Is your language appropriate for an academic paper?  Appropriate for your audience? 
o Is there evidence of your own original thinking?  Or are you merely parroting others? 
o Do you paraphrase sources primarily in your own words, quoting occasionally or not at all? 
o Does the paper flow, fit together, and read well?  Does it hold the interest of the reader?  
 

_____ 2. Substance/Content/Research 
o Does the paper have a basic literature review, showing that you are familiar with what has been 

written? 
o Does the paper draw upon the literature, analyzing it, assessing and critiquing it? 
o Do you use evidence and analysis to support your arguments? 
o Do you use academic sources – books, articles, policy papers – rather than Wikipedia/internet? 
o Do you effectively use data? 
o Do you effectively present data?  Do tables, charts, graphs, and/or figures contribute to the reader’s 

understanding of the paper?  Do they relate to your text?  Is the source of the data cited appropriately?  
Are tables, charts, graphs, and/or figures formatted correctly and professionally? 

 
_____ 3. Economic Thinking 

o Does your paper show clear evidence of economic thinking? 
o Are you able to incorporate theory and use economic reasoning as the basis for your arguments?   
o Do you use basic economic logic (properly)?  
o Are economic concepts and terms used properly? 
o Are economic relationships explained and used correctly? 
o Is there appropriate depth and breadth of economic resources? 

 
_____ 4. Clarity and Organization 

o Does the paper have a title? Your name?  Abstract? Page numbers? 
o Does the paper have a clear thesis and conclusion? 
o Does your paper have an introduction?  A body?  A conclusion? 
o Does the introduction set the scene for the paper and its structure?  Do you offer a clear roadmap for 

the subsequent paper?  
o Do individual paragraphs flow clearly?  Does each paragraph have a topic sentence? 
o Does the paper flow clearly between paragraphs?  Are transitions smooth and logical? 
o Are your conclusions and paper clear to the reader?    
o Does the conclusion clearly and concisely summarize the main points of the paper? 

 
_____ 5. Mechanics 

o Did you proofread the paper?  Thrice? 
o Do you use proper spelling?   
o Do you use proper punctuation? 
o Is your word choice appropriate?  Are technical terms used or abused?  Is your vocabulary varied or 

boring? 
o Do you use proper grammar?  Do you avoid colloquial language, fragmented sentences, run-on 

sentences, and incomplete sentences? 
o Does your language carry your ideas?  Or is it an obstacle? 
o Is your paper free of typographical errors? 
o Do you use the proper style (MLA, APA, or Chicago style)? 
o Do you cite ALL outside sources appropriately (quotation marks, bibliography/footnote)?  No 

plagiarism! 
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